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Mac OS X is quickly becoming one of the most popular operating systems for power users. Mac OS X’s ability to mesh an easy-to-use and attractive interface with a Unix back end has attracted average and power users to the Mac. In 2007, Apple releases the next version of Mac OS X: Leopard.
Mac OS X Leopard: Beyond the Manual is geared toward power users who are upgrading to Leopard (from either earlier Mac OS versions, Microsoft Windows, or anything else) and want to quickly get up to speed with the various facets of this Operating System. Written especially for power users and developers, this book covers a range of topics including: 

	Leopards sleek new interface
	Unique Mac OS features and applications
	Managing all the System and User preferences
	Working with add on devices via USB, Firewire, and Bluetooth
	General system maintenance
	Data backup, recovery and security
	Using the standard included Leopard applications including Mail, Safari, Preview, and more
	Learning how to use and take advantage of the powerful Darwin subsystem in Leopard
	Configuring the network to take full advantage of the powerful networking capabilities in Leopard
	Getting started with Leopards Development Tools and features
	Using the latest features available for working with Windows on your Apple computer


About the Author

Scott Meyers has worked in and around the computer industry, beginning as an Apple Sales Specialist and Consultant over 12 years ago, he has since moved on to various other jobs including Web Design and Development, Editing books on Web Development, Open Source and Apple Technology, and Marketing. He is a Select ADC (Apple Developers Connection) Member and  a huge fan of Mac OS X which brings together his love of the Apple's traditionally best of class GUI and applications with the unrivaled power of Unix and Open Source technologies and applications.

Mike Lee, the World's Toughest Programmer, has been bending computers to his will since the mid-90's. As a majordomo of Delicious Monster Software, he spends most of his time working on Delicious Library or answering support e-mail. His next project is a nonprofit software company dedicated to raising money and awareness for Madagascar and the world's few remaining lemurs.
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Dreamweaver CS3 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Packed with the latest Dreamweaver tips and techniques
   Get up to speed fast and start creating dynamite Web sites!   

   Do you want to create a sophisticated Web site that's easy to develop and maintain? Whether you're a beginner or an experienced Web developer, this friendly guide shows you how to...
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LispAddison Wesley, 1980

	This third edition is a revised and expanded version of Winston and Horn's best-selling introduction to the Lisp programming language and to Lisp-based applications, many of which are possible as a result of advances in Artificial Intelligence technology. The Knowledge You Need The new edition retains the broad coverage of previous...
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Mathematics for EconometricsSpringer, 2013

	This book deals with a number of mathematical topics that are of great importance in the study of classical econometrics. There is a lengthy chapter on matrix algebra, which takes the reader from the most elementary aspects to the partitioned inverses, characteristic roots and vectors, symmetric, and orthogonal and positive (semi) definite...
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Tile-Based Geospatial Information Systems: Principles and PracticesSpringer, 2010

	Tile-based online mapping systems have replaced traditional Web GIS systems, because of their improved speed and usability. The trend towards tile-base systems was started by Internet services companies, such as Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft. They have been followed by the traditional GIS community, government organizations and open source...
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Rockwood and Green's Fractures in Adults: Rockwood, Green, and Wilkins' FracturesLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		Established worldwide as the "gold-standard" two-volume reference on fractures, Rockwood and Green's Fractures in Adults is now in its thoroughly revised, updated Sixth Edition. More than 80 of the world's foremost authorities provide comprehensive coverage of all bone and joint injuries, thoroughly discuss...
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Robin Williams Cool Mac Apps, Second Edition : A guide to iLife 05, .Mac, and more (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2005
Robin Williams Cool Mac Apps: A Guide to iLife  05, .Mac, and More is a companion volume to Robin Williams Mac OS X Book, Tiger Edition.  Together they continue the tradition of Robin's classic guide to the Mac OS,  ...
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